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INTRODUCTION
Th« In^ortanott of flold drainage for soil Improvement
and yield Increase is tmdisputed today* The 16th Censtia of
the United States> taken in 1940# gives an indication of
the extent of field drainage installations in this country*
Duo to the Inoroased use of ditching iTtfichines for the con
struction of new syateraa# these figures will be still larger)
But, in spite of the extensive application of field drain-
Age# our knowledge of the theoretical aspects of drainage
is still limited*
Casagrande (6) characterizes the situation in the field
of soil engineering as follows!
Histoz^ is full of examples which show tlmt
experience accumulated during many centuries will
often lead to satisfactory solutions of problems
long before they are properly understood by science*
These solutions sometimes are so excellent that
they can hardly be bettered by a modem, scientific
approach* Therefore one may well ask why it Is that
Just in earth and foundation engineering our eia-
pirical knowledge, derived from the experience of
many hundreds, oven thousands, of years, has re
mained so imreliable*
On closer examination one finds. In the cases
where experience has crystallized into empirical
knowledge that can be relied upon, that certain con
ditions repeat themselves with little variation, or
tfiat the number of variable factors Is relatively
small* In the ease of soils we find just the con
trary to be true* Soils exist in an almost infinite
variety* In addition, the properties of an individual
—soil are so coraplox that th© daveloiMnant of a
sclantiflc approach to the inochanlcs or soils could
not take place until other sciences« particularly
certain border fields between physics and physical
chemistry^ had reached a sufficiently advanced
stage of development.
As soil Is the main medium ?n field drainage Installa*
tionsy all design work Is subject to the limitations #iich
result from the nonunlfoivnlty of soil* Although mistakes
in dlmenslone and layout of drainage systems do not, by far,
have as grave eonsequences as they could have# for Inatancej
in foundation engineering, they still result In Insufficient
performance and unneeessarlly high costs*
Ever since the beginning of drainage operations#
attempts have been made to put drainage design on a rational
basis and to find methods by wlilch depth and spacing of tile
lines could be detemlned* t:>en today adequate design and
layout of drainage installations are, to a large extent,
dependent upon the personal experience and skill of the prac
ticing drainage engineer* All methods for the determination
of proper spacing of tile lines# so far, have been on an
•aplrioal basis and# therefore# confined to particular areas
or to particular soil conditions* Thus, Breitenbach (3)
and Rothe (36) worked out spacing formulas for northern
Oermany, recommending a depth of 1*^5 meters and using the
hydroscopiclty of the soil as aii index of permeability*
Neal (33) proposed a formula for Minnesota conditions and
took a relationship between moloture equivalent and soil
plastlelty^ and between moiaturo equivalent and olay content
ae a aubatltute for a pernneabillty factor* He based hia
findings on the obeervatlon of precipitation and ground water
fluotuationa of four til© drainage systemaj only one of rfiich
iTtad equal line spacing# Schlick (37) recommended for clay
soilo 33-50 feet apaclng at a 3 foot depth, for average loam
75-100 feet spacing at a 4 foot depth, and for sandy loam
100«130 feet spacing at a 4 foot depth*
The main Interest of all experimental procedures has
centered on the development of a generally applicable ex«
preaslon for the draw'^down curvo, since the drainage system
has to be designed so that a certain minimum distance of the
water table from the soil surface, halfway between the tile
lines, is not exceeded* Hothe (36} suggested 50 centimeters
for cultivated crops and 40 contlmetera for hay crops; iseal
(33) observed that crops will not be injured if the water
table at the midpoint is kept one foot or more below the
surface at all tinea* In addition to the factors of depth
and spacing, the draw-down curve is dependent on the physical
properties of t)ie soil* Since methods for the determination
of soil pernjeabillty were not available, indexes of the
pemeability, auoh as texture, structure, plastic limit,
moisture equivalent and hydroscopicity, were used* Xn other
cases permeability detemlnatlona were made in the laboratory
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vmtng elth-J^r dloturbed or undisturbed soil aan^leo* In
Aufltrlft, for instance. It is still standard procedure to send
disturbed soil samples taken at different depths along the
staked-out tile lines to a central soil laboratory trtiere, on
basis of a mechanical analyala# recoffimondations for line spao*
Ing ax*e made*
Although the need for field ©xperlments was generally
recognized* there was no exact solution available to compare
eaqserimental results with analytical values* The results of
previous experiments, although bringing about a better linder—
standing of the principles of drainage and of the factors
involved, could not readily be compared with each other be-
cause of the lack of a suitable procedure to detsmlne the
per!?)eablllt7 coefficient for soil altu. Furthermore, the
effect of restriction of flow, due to the fact that water
does not enter the lines through the tile but only through
the spaces left between lndlvld\ial tiles, was not taken Into
account* 'Rie main reason for this situation was tfmt, until
recently, no eatression for this effeOt had been developed*
Therefore, experimental as well as analytical procedures
have been based on the assumption that vmter entez*s the tile
linos with equal intensity along the drain axis, as In the
case of a mole drainage system* For this epecial case, flow
line patterns were determined by Klrkham (93), by Harding
and Wood (17), and by Oustafssonde)* Likewise, formulas
for the flow of water Into open drains, baaed both on Darey'a
law and Laplace's equation# were developed by Klrkham and by
Gustafeaon*
Frevert (13)t Klrkham and Van Bavel (96), Van bavel and
Klrkham (44), and Luthln and Klrkham (38) recently developed
stethoda for the detex*mlnation of soil permeability in the
riald» which yielded atatlstically significant results.
Baaed on an analogy between radial flow and flow from an in*
finite line source, Klrkhan (34} developed an analytical ex»
presalon for the restricting effect of cracks between tiles*
At the Tile Depth and Spacing Conference of the Anerlcan
Society of Agricultural Engineers held on December 20 to 1?1,
1949 in Chicago, Kirkhan motioned the crack spacing 2c aa
one of the many factors which enter into the rate of drain*
age* If the tile lines are Imbedded In gravel, or if the
soil lasnedlately around the tile la highly pormeable, he
said, then the craok width ^ and the length of a tile unit
9b drop out from the functional relation* During the dis*
euQslon more polnte were brouf?ht up. Klrkham pointed out
that if the cracks Increased from 1/33 inch to 1/4 inch there
would be a 36 percent increase In the inflow and that under
a ponded condition this same Increase when coupled with a
gravel envelope would give a 180 percent increase* Thoae
values are based on the assxao^tlon tliat the soil be of iml-
form permeability and Darey*a lav be valid* That is to say-f
the results would not be oorreet If dlsorete channels as root
ohannela# large worm bolea or soil cracks conduct the major
part of the flow to the tiles* Kirkham pointed out that as
a draw«*down curve develops over the tile lines# the effect of
the crack spacing should become less important. B'urther, he
mentioned that uslnr » grevel envelope, althouf^h increasing
the effective radius of the tile# would not increase the rote
of flow appreciably* lie also mentioned that clay plugs might
develop In the cz^acks between tiles causing a friction which
was equal to or greater than the entire friction which might
exist in the approach to the tile* Therefore the crack
friction might extremely important, since.auch clogging
could seal off the whole tile syatemv lie warned, however,
that too much clearance in the crack i¥ilfe~iat develop piping
problems*
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REVIEV? OF LITBRATORE
In toxtbooks* bulletins and articles on drainage, a
wide variety of opinions on the effect of the spaco between
Individual tile can bo found# iiecoramendatlons for the crack
apaelng to be used wary from no space spaced as close
as possible) to l/4 Inch* Sotse of the oplnons# with datest
will be olted in detail.
1385
R, C, Carpenter (6) stated that the tile oraeks In
quicksand and muck should be made as close as possiblej for
this puOTOse he recomtnended the wrapping of the craoks with
tarred paper*
John 3cott (39) eonsldered the question of whether the
water enters the tile lines through t^e tile walls* He cited
experiments carried out by Josiah Parkes iriao maintained that
under a pressure of 4 feet of soil pipes formed of different
clays transmitted throu^rh them about l/500th the quantity of
water which entered the line through the cracks. Scott
added that this quantity would be negligible end that It could
be assumed tliat the whole of tiie watar entered through tiie
tile openings* Then he pointed out that the greater portion
of It entered the drain pipes from below* On the quantity
of watsr which Is admitted by the openings between tile be
«-8«*
mokos the Tollowlng estimate# disregarding the soil perae&<»
bllltyi
• ••• With !S-lnch pipes# when laid as close end to
end as possibleji the opening between two of th«B
is usually not less than l/lO of an inch on the
wholo circumference. This makes slx-'tenths of a
s-quare inch opening'- for the entrance of water at
each Joint* In the length of a drain between any
two points, say 100 yards distance, with pipes X9.
Inches long, there will bo 300 joints or openings,
each six-tenths of a square inch In area, or a
total area of ISO square inches for admitting the
water to tii© drain, *lh© area of the outlet from a
2-lnoh pipe is, however, only about 3 inches, so
that the Inlet area is nearly sixty times greater
than the outlet area*
1889
F« L* Delfer (10) considered the situation when the
tile line drains a pond* He said that In auch cases, even
great care in placing the til© would not be a (juarantee
against the tilo lines filling with sediments* Silting up
would be caused as a result of the change in velocity of
the water which runs much more slowly horizontally than
perpendicularly* Therefore, soil particles carried in
through the crack openings may settle in the lines* As a
remedy he suggested that the tile lines be extended 30 or 40
rods beyond the pond, so that much more water runs through
the tile carrying the sediments away*
A. Fumas (15) stated that the openings between the
tile should be made as small as possible* I'he luievenness
of the ends Wka conBlddi:*ed to be quite aufflolent to edmlt
the water*
1B99
Manly Miles (^39, p. 180) cited Olsbome, who in his
Eaeays on Agriculture estlnated
• ••that til© intorval between two pipes would be
called upon to pass two-thirds of a tablespoonful
of water per minute when draining a one^-inch raln»
fall in forty-eight hours with drains apaced
twelve yards apart. Inch pipesj laying at a small
Inolinationj and running only half full* aViould
dlacharge more than double tljia quantity of water
in forty-eight hours.
Writing about the protection necessary to prevent tile
lines from elltlng up (^9# p« 11?!-113)» he atated that at
tention ahould be directed eapecially to the upper parts of
the eraoka* Silt from ordinary oollo would even enter into
the drains tlirough amall openings between the upper half of
the tilea^ while it would not pass through eonsiderably
wider ones on their under sidft* Protection would not be
required If close fitting Joints could be made* The open
ings ahould be covered with a strip of tarred paper even
when the space left would admit only a thin knife blade,
^lles then reached the following conclusion,
•••it may be well, as a matter of precaution, to
cover all of the joints when laying tiles $ if
actual contact of their enda In the upper half
of the Joints cannot quite uniformly be secured*
While tight Joints need no protection, too ouch
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care cannot bo exorclaod In thoroughly covering
and protecting all Ifflperfect joints*
1905
P, W, Taylor (43) thought that the placing of pieces
of heavy paper« clod or sod over the Joints or ths eovsrlng
of the tile lines with coarse sand would prove to be un
profitable* Keverthelessf he stressed that the upper ends
of all lines should be carefully closed by placing a flat
stone or piece of brick against them*
1910
£* R* Jones (90) stated that tile in sandy subsoil
should be ''blinded^ or entirely surrounded by olay» BKiek« or
old g]*aa8* In this casei cracks of l/8 inch woiild bs per<p
misslble*
1911
J« A. jQffery (19) stated that In the case of glased
tile water can only enter through the cracks* In the case
of porous tile« however^ laid In lines four rods apart« the
rate of flow through the walS^s (the present author*s undex*-
lining) of 2 inch tile was two tons par acre in thirty hours*
of 4 inch tile« 1*55 tons per acre In thirty hours* For
4 inch cor^onf more porous tile It was 1*66 tons per acre In
thirty hours# and for 4 Inch cenent tile even lf'?34 tons per
-11-
ftcro in thirty hours# H# gAvv no Indication of how h6 arrlvdd
at these figures*
1913
R, T* Burdlck (4) stated thiat all openings larger than
1/8 inch should be covered with pieooa of broken tile.
Either top 8oil» sod, straw^ grass# or fine brush should be
placed next to the tile In soils wherever there would be
danger of silting*
1914
IV, !• Chamberlain (7) recommended that tiles be laid by
hand# A close fit could be achieved by
• ••standing on tho tile arid forcing the tile to
be laid close to those already laid with a slight
backward swing of tho boot heel*
1917
E. If* Lehmann and P* C* Ponton (27) stated that water
enters the tile lines at the eraeks rather than through the
walls* These openings provide an ample space for the
entrance of the water# even when the tiles ai^ laid as close
together as possible*
E* R* Jones and 0, R* ieasman (22) assxuned that in
tight clays the cracks may be too tight to permit fi^e en
trance of tho water* To keep the clay from acting; "like so
much putty** in the oraoks they recoasaended to leave a 1/4
-X2-
Inoh opening and to spread marsh grass or cinders over th«
tile.
19X9
J. J» *• Bllllngsley (3) pointed out that by fitting
the tiles close together and by avoiding shoulderini;; or un-
evenness at the joints# a regular flow of water with th«
least resistance could be secured*
1921
Wendell P* Miller (SI) stated that in order to allow
expansion in soft elay tilej the tile tinits should be spaced
1/4 inch apart« Hard burned tile ahould be spaced at least
1/8 inch apart* He suggested a gradually increasing grade
to prevent accumulation of silt in tVio Xatoral lines*
W* £j* Powers and Cretcher (35) stated that tiles
should be laid so that they fit tightly at tho top and are
nearly flush at the lower inside edge* An opening of l/s
inoh was allowable« but larger openings should be covered
with fragments of broken tile* called '*bata'**
1994
E* R» Jones and 0* Zeasnan (21) pointed out that
tile laid in sand may become clogged unless the joints aj?e
given sufficient protection* They asaurued that surface soilt
spread over the bottom of the treneh before the tile Is
laid and then packed carefully around and over the tile to
a depth of 3 inchee, would give aufflclent protection. They
pointed out that a tile line Installed In this way in aandy
aoil had permitted almost no aand to enter oven after ten
years of operation*
1927
Jol:m H« I&i8well (18) thoiight an opening of l/S Inoh
allowable* X«arger openingsahould be covered with ^bats***
In aoil containing no fine sand» a Joint as large aa l/4 Inch
may be allowed for the purpose of aeration*
1931
B, A, Ktcheverx^ (11) reconimended an opening; not greater
than l/s inch for sandy soil and l/4 inch for clay soil*
Vlhen the opening was larger the widest part should be placed
en the under aide and the top be covered with broken pleeea
of tile* In loosef flne^ aandy aoil the tiles should be
surrounded with loam or clay loam to prevent particles from
entering* A coverlnn of straw or grass should not be used
in sandy soils2 It could be used| however^ for clay soils
which tend to pack too tightly around the openings*
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1939
C. Ayres and Daniels Scoates (1) stated that there
would be at least a l/l6 inch opening between the tiles*
They then reported an experii-ont conducted by the U»
Department of Agriculture, Four tiles were tested and the
following conolusions arrived ati
•••« If 1 acre of ground were drained with lines
of 6«ineh tile of the quality tested, and placed
50 feet apart, the total volume of water which would
pass through the walls In 24 hours would be 6.92
cubic feet or 51»7 gallons* This Is on the assump
tion that free water instead of saturated soil would
surround the tile* II' water entered only through
the pores it would require 139 days to remove 1/4
inch in depth of water from the acre tiled In this
manner# and 950 days If 3-inoh tile of the kind
experimented with were used* But drains so laid
are capable of removing that volume of water from
the soil In 24 hours*
1940
W* T* 3peno«r (41) made the following statement for
drainage In highway engineering!
• • * • In general the commercial drains inay be
divided into two {.-roups. One general type allows
water to enter the tile at the joints, while In
the other type water enters through perforations*
Openings of approximately 1/4'* at the joints seem
satisfactory for the collection of ^roundwater.•*
1941
George ff* Flckels (54) repeated the statement made
by Eteoheverry In 1951« namely# that In sandy soils the
widest opening should be l/& Inch and In clay soils 1/4 Inch*
1949
V. W. Wtlr (45) itatftd that tiles ahould be plaeed as
close as possible* He stressed that there would always be
enough space for the water to enter# In the case of heavy
clay, imich might clog up the apace between tiles, the
cracks should be surrounded with pervious material such as
gravel, rather than be widened*
Though the recoramendations cited above were oiade over
a period of years, in essence they do not vary* In the main#
they may be stammariaed aa follows s
Optiisum crack apaolng Is dependent upon the soil prop*
ertles encountered*
Closest possible crack spacing should be used in sandy
soil* Loam or clay loam placed around the cracks was sug*
gested by one author as a means to prevent sand from enter
ing the lines*
Wider spacinga (between l/S inch and l/4 inch) are
recoimaended in clay soils to prevent the cracks from being
up. Pervious material around the cracks was also
suggested*
Expansion of tile ttid need for aeration were given as
reasons for needing a wider crack spacing*
Use of bats, strips of tarred paper, top soil, sod,
straw and grass was siicgested aa a means to keep soil from
entering the lines*
-16-
Exporimenta were cited to show that no appreciable amount
ot water will percolate through tile walls* even the
walla are "porous".
Calculationa, which were preaented to show that olosa
crack openings would not limit the flow* were based on oom*
pariaons between the cross-aectlonal area of the cracks as
compared to the cross-sectional area of tl-ie tile*
•X7-
PURPOSE AND PIAB OF IM\-SSTIOATIOS
The main purpose of this study vas to test the limiting
effects of tile cracks on the flow of ponded water Into
drains. The limitation of studying the flow of ponded water
only waa made because this special case alone can readily be
tested with laboratoz*y equipment* Kirkham (^4) developed an
expression for radial flow into drain lines by taking the
soil aurfaee as a surface of eqxial potential} in other «ords«
by assuming the flow to take place from a ponded condition.
Although Childa (6)> by using an electrical analogue*
plotted streamline and equipotential patterns for the oa»e
when the water surface Is drawn down towards the tile line»
he could only solve the problem in two dimensions. Ana»
lytically, at the present time# the difficulties of finding
a solution for a drawn-down water table are extreme in the
two-^dimensional case# and would be even more mo in the
three-dimensional ease* Since the crack spaoing pz*oblem la
three-dimensionalf the assiunptlon of a ponded condition has
to be made using presently available methods* to get ana
lytical results.
The alms of this investl.gation were 8
a. to determine whether there would be any appre*
ciable difference In discharge from drainage
-IB-
Xinea# attributable to different oraek widths;
b« to determine the optimum ez*aok vidth for quiek
draining of atationary water tables in aoil of
given physical properties, without having the
tils lines clogged up by soil particles| and
0* to determine whether a gravel cover around the
tile lines, whicta can be thought of as having
infinite peraeabilitj, induces higher discharge
rates*
The problem, as outlined, is one of potential theory*
Taylor (43) lists the following methods for solving prob»
lesis of this kinds
a* Mathematical solutions
b. Capillary flow analogy
c« Electrical analogy
d« Sand tank models
e« Graphical aolutlona by trial sketching*
In this investigation It was decided to use approaches a
and c and to install a field experiment*
Although a matheraatical solution for this problem waa
given by Kirkham (S4), It was necessary to modify his solu
tion ao that it would be applicable for a ooi&parison with
the results obtained fron the electrical analogy*
An electrical model was chosen as experimental procedure
because of ita greater flexibility as compared to a aand tank
model* Since the mathematical solution Involves a system of
uniform pei^eability, it was necessax*y to have a system of
uniform permeability in the model* This also ean be better
aehieved by using an eleetrioal analogue*
A field experiment was inatalled in order to test the
Influence of factors which are not accounted for in either the
analytical approach or In the use of the electrical analogy#
They were:
a, clogging of tile caused by too wide Joints*
b, possible channel flow to the tiles rather
than a uniform seepage of water through the
whole soil mass Into the drainst
c* variation in discharge out of tile lines
with the same treatment^ caused by changing
soil permeability*
lielther the results of the theoi»y or the electric analogue*
as used hsre» can be expected to agree with field observa*
tions if the soil is channelled, Darcy's law upon which
the theory and the analo^me depend Is not valid for channels*
Any channels In the tile trench would be particularly active
in causlni? departures from the Darcy case* Tlie flow from
the tile lines may be expected to cliange with time* because
the permeability over the tiles may decrease as the back-*
fill material settles dom* On the other hand* channel flow
may become larger rather than «naller if channel flow as
through worm holes* root channels or through the backfill
clods is the dominant type of flow bringing water to the
tile*
Provision was made for carrying the field studies on
*20*
OV9P a ntimbar ot ya&ra# Both tha eleotrlcal analogy and tha
field experiment were aet up in auoh a way aa to make ata-
tiatlcal analysis of the reaulta posaible.
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PROCEDURS OP IHVE3TIGATI0H AND METHOD OF AfiALySIS
Analytical Principles
Although the methods for solvinfr flow problems are ex
tensively described in treatises by r.iuakat (S2)» Dachler (9)
and Qustafsson (16) > some of the fundamental principles i?lll
be repeated here.
All solutions are based on Daroy's law
q K 2^ (1)
• -a r,
where» K la the permeability factor, ^ the rate of change
^ m
of pressure per unit of distance# and la the quantity of
water flowing througli unit area of soil per unit of time#
By combining Darcy'e law with the classical equations of
hydrodynamics« ss described in Muskat (33# p* ^21fr)>
Laplace's equation
0 (2)
la derived* To solve a speolfio flow problem# it is neces*
sary to define its boundary conditions and to find a solution
which fulfills both these boundary conditions and Laplace's
equation. In problems where cylindrical coordinates are
involved# this la done by means of Bossel functions.
By making use of ^luskat'a statement (33# p, 9A1) that
flow from an infinite line source can be represented hj
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•ymmetrXe radial flow with a radius equal to twice the dls*
tance of the line soxiroe to the sink, Klrkliam (^?4) developed
the following equation for flow into tile craokss
Sttk (t + d - r) ,,,
——————————— \o)
In ♦ 2 8^ • Si ♦ Sg
p r cTT® 3
where £ is the quantity of water flowing into unit length of
tile per unit of tlnte* X is the permeability factor* t Is
the height of a layer of ponded water* r the tile radius#
e half a crack width* and £ half the tile length plus half
the crack width# Sj^ and 3g are summation tema* wiiica are
expressed by the following relatlonsliipj
Si a ^ nn c Kq (nTra/s)
n^ s Kx (ntra/s)
oe
So-7 Kq (nTtr/a)
n® 2 s Kx (nTTr/s)
where Kx '^o modified Bessel functions of the second
kind and first and zero order#
The preceding solution* however* cannot be used in
cases where tile drains are overlying or close to an im
pervious layer* which condition will be represented later
in the electrical analogy. To derive a direct solution of
this problem would be rather difficult In view of its geometry.
-23-
On the asBumption that the flow oeeurs Into totally open
drains« Kirkham (23) derived the following- equations for
tile lines overlying an Impervious layeri
a« when both a (the spacing) and h (the distance be*
tween soil surface and impervious layer) ape finitet
•?J K (t » d - r)
tanTT^SzS ooshTrS^ * eoayr
In in. ^
(«)
tan}?!-^ oouhir'SIE, eosTrS—
4 h 2 h 2 h
b* when ~ beeomes larger than h« the summation term
2
drops out and the equation becomes
Q (a^o») - g^K (t ^ d - r)
9d - r
tonrr
In
t^rr^
e« when both a and ^ become lar^e# the preeeding
equation reduces to
Q (a->oo , h-»o») = SffK (t » d - r) jgj
in JKjlX
d« when a stays finite and h becomes large> which is the
case when the impervious layer is at great depths
the equation becomes (but this does not follow
directly from equation (6)}
-24-
d (h-.-o.) - atr-K (t f d - r)— . (gj
alnhn-
In *
slnh rr
a
This squfttlon goes over Into equation (0)* when a becomes
large.
It can now be seen that equation (3) will be identical
with equation (3), the solution for the effect of crack spac
ing, if the resistance term
2 s^ 31 > 32
r o TT® 3
is addsd to the denominator of equation (3}« This expression
is a correction term for the flow restriction Induced by the
fact that water enters only through the tile cracks* It
applies, as Klrkham pointed out. In a number of drainage
problems*
Values for the s^immatlon terms and Sg calculated
for outside tile dlaroetera of 6 inches and 5 Inches (5 Inch
and 2 inch tile) for s number of crack spaolngs are listed
in Klrkham's paper* Prom them a table of the values for
ms computed for further calculations, n^ere
a - g (10)
r CTT «
•nd 3,^ - *• . (U)
2
"The values of mS^y for s » 6", r « 3", and 1.5", So ^ 1,
-26-
1/2, 1/4, lA6, 1/32, 1/64 and 1/138" are listed in Table 1.
Table !• Values of Restriction Factor
Crack width 5-in. tile 3-ln. tile
3c In* niSg^v
1 3.30520 3.93548
1/a 3.08881 5.56093
s/a 3.47939» 6.99021<h»
1/4 3.99753 7.33548
1/8 4.93356 9.14867
1/16 5.35672 11.00232
1/3S 6.79478 13.86744
1/64 7.73011 14.73499
1/128 8.66356 16.53387
4>Value has been calculated frotn regression equation
r « 14.43339 - 3,06633 X
«*Value has been calculated from regression equation
Y « 30#19961 - e.68976 X
where X « log 10*000(3c) and Y -
The value for Sc * 3/8** waa calculated by making use of
the linear rolatlonahlp between na^i^Y versus log c values*
.se
al baa baan Indicated by Klrkham. Orapha of ti» valuea of
for tile diameter of 6 Inchsa and 3 Inchaa are plotted
av
against log 3c In Figure 4»
Eleotrloal Analogy
Frevlous experlmenta
based on an analogy between Ohm's law and Daroy's law,
eleotrloal condxiotlon systems are used for the solution of
seepage flow problems* Using these concepts# Gerber and
Ackeret, Pavlovaky# Vre^denburgh and Stevens and others#
solved problems of water seepage through dams* Chllds (8)
used this method to determine equlpotentlal and streamline
patterns in the case of drainage of land, where the water
table slopes towards the tile linos* Later# a three-
dimensional electrical analogue was developed by Prevert (13)
for the determination of a factor used in permeability
measurements* Further use of electrical analogies was rnade
by Van Bavel and Klrkham (44} and Luthln and Elrkham
Effect of impervious layer on crack spacing
Kqulprp.ent* Part of the equipment used in this study
had been used previously by Frevert and Kirkham (14) and by
Schwab and Kirkham (3B), In order to simulate drain tubes
and t^e space between them# cylindrical shellaced wooden
Pig* 1» Btethod of Converting Infinite Linear Flow into
Radial Flow
^ WATER SURFACE |t
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CRACK WIDTH IN INCHES
Fig, 4» Effect of Crack Width on Rostrictlon Factor# mS
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blocks were used, as shown In Figure 11* These block# were
1 foot long and 3 Inches in diameter, representing, in a 2*1
model, feet of tile 6 Inches in diameter# On each of the
five blocks, two copper rlnge 0#25, 0«ia75, 0»135, 0.0625
and 0*0078 incite wide, respectively, were spaced 6 inches
apart, representing cracks of l/2, S/S, l/4, l/3 and 1/64
inches* Since the l/64 inch model was not made accurately
enough and was difficult to clean, it was not used in this
experiment* The sixth wooden block was covered with a copper
tube of 3 inches diameter, representing a totally open drain#
These tile models were mounted In a tank aseembly made of
two masonite boards 3 by 0 feet by l/4 inch, which had been
shellaced twice* "xhey were placed 19 Inches apart. At 23
inches from the bottom, two holes 3 inches in diameter were
eut into the side walls so that the tile models could be
readily exchanged* A tile model placed Into the tank
assembly is shown in Figure 5* The two other side walls
1 by 3 feet, also of shellaced masonite, could be moved,
simulating different drain spaclngs* The bottom of the tank
assembly was covered with a 1 by 8 foot copper sheet,
representing the water surface in the actual problem. The
tank assembly was placed in a water tank 3 by 6 by 10 feet
which was filled with tap water which served as a conductor*
By changing the water level in the water tank, different
positions of the impervious layer could be simulated*
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110 V
TRANSFORMER
ELECTRON^
VOLTMETER
DRAIN MODEL
DIAMETER 3"^^^
LENGTH 12"
COPPER PLATE I' * 6'
33.75"
23'
WHEATSTONE
BRIDGE
WATER
LEVEL
25.5'
Fig. 7. 'Mrlng Diagram for Determination of Realstanoe Values
60-
llOV
o
y? 60 -
0
0 6V
TRANSFORMER
ELECTRONI
VOLTMETER
rah-RUBBER STOPPER
1000 C.C. 1—COPPER ELECTRODE
GRADUATE J—ELECTROLYTE
COPPER
WHEATSTONE
BRIDGE
ELECTRODE
, Wiring Diagram for Determination of Conductivity
of Electrolyte
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The electric equipment used conelated of a 6 volt trans
former# a Wheats tone bridge and an electronic voltmeter. For
the determination of tho electric conductivity a 1000 cc
graduate cylinder was used* into which two circular copper
eleot]?odes 9,55 inches in diameter were inserted. One was
placed at the bottom of the cylinder and the other fastened
to a rod so that It could be adjusted at different heights#
aa shovn In Figure 8. A wiring diagram of the equipment used
for conductivity determinations and for resistance measure-
laenta of the tllo models is shown In Figure 7«
Experimental procedure. The 03q)erimental determination
of the effect of crack spacing was based on the analogy be
tween Darc7*s lav and Ohm*a law* According to this com
parison, the quantity of seepage flow £ (at uniform permea
bility) is equivalent to the current I in the model# the
hydraulic head d 4' t - r to the voltage £ and the permea
bility factor K is equivalent to the specific conductivity ^ •
Since
BsIxRad4-t-r (13)
it follows that
I = Q = -L. - & * t - r (13)
n R
By substituting into equation (7), n^lch is i^pllcable in
this investigation# and taking t a 0#
' - gTrs-fd - r> (14)
tan TT. ' ^
in liL
tan TT ,
4 h
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ftnd when d « r la eanoelldd#
2 TTC
4" tarm-5_|_^
In
tanir^
(15)
Thla oquatlon was U8«d in the analysis of the experimentAl
data* The eonduotivlty>o-^ , can be determined and £ and
jh are known from the geometry of the equipment* Values of
the resistance H can now be n»&sured and compared with the
values calculated from the above formula* When the spacing
a/2 is amalXer than the depth of the Impexrvlous layer^ a
summation tem« as given In equation (6)« has to be added in
the denominator*
For the determination of the speclfie eonduetivity«<7^ j
the following formula was uaedt
s 11^ IIII (16)
R A
where^
is the conductivity In mhoa/ln* cube ,
h the hei£:ht of column of water in the f-Taduate
cylinder in inches ,
n the measured resistance in ohms, and
A the area of the coppor electrode in square inches^
"" from which the cross-sectional area of the wire
used to connect the lover electrode with the
measuring device» was subtracted*
•54i»
?h« fozvixXa for thi» v«fl
a M • •• « <17)
5«9& * a R '
3ine« E»ttaur«in»rtt» oould not b® KAd« In a oonatAnt
t©r^;>feri4turo roo^a ftnU slneo It couid b® i&xpooted th&t
eXeotrlGttl conductivity would c>ii«ige with tbo water teiaperft-
tur®# ft number of conductivity det©r^r.lnationB wwre tmda l|t
«at®r t®atp«rfttxir«s betwoon 43 and 6&* F» It was aaawed
taat tho Chang® of conductivity witiiin this tacporaturo
rans® votOd Xinaar* a ragraaaion Xina r®pr«aontin£ the
ragraaaioa of t®s^®ratur® od p«ra»abillty ia ahown in Figura
9* rbm foXXoving r«Xatlonahip vaa founds
y « o«ooo4e4 ♦ o.ooooa^ x
wi-mv
7 s oonduotivity in mhoa/in* cub®# and
X « tftssporatura in di«i;^r«e8 ^«^l^enheit•
v?hen ths firat meaasu i^offlanta warn* rsad®# tu& water in tba
taaik had a taaperaturo giradiont frons 63* P» at th® aurfae®
to 54* P# at ti^i® bottora of tha tank at a ro<xa temperature of
6d* ?• Thaa® moasiiromonta war® sade with a therntoooupXe*
After foiip daya# howawar^ the water tOTztperatura in the tank
raaohad an aqulXlbrium at 66** The oonduetivity vaXuay ob«
tainad at that tliBa« takan aa tba aean of f iv® raadinga# waa
within 9 pero®nt of tins vaXu® caXeuXatad from the praoadlng
regresfiion equation and waa uaed Sji aXX aubaequant caXcuXa*
tiona*
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Electrolyte
»After the conductivity ooefflclont had been determined^
refidings of the resistance between the copper eXectrodes
and the copper bottom plate were made by changing the re
sistance at the Whoatston© bridge until t^i© lowest reading
was obtained at the electronic voltmeter. Kach set of read
ings consisted of five values (for Infinitelywide crack spac
ing## l/S, a/a, 1/4 and 1/8 inch cracka)* A number of sets
of readings was mde for different depths of the Impervious
layer and line spacings as indicated under **Reaults^»
It was found that, in spite of the use of alternating
current, the copper rings coated over after short use. This
coating increased the resietance values considerably. In
order to prevent this effect, the copper siirfaces were cleaned
with sandpaper after each reading.
Results, In preparing Tables 3 and 4, use was made
of a method to teat the null hypothesis between two sets of
data, as described by Snedeeor (40)• One set of readings,
consisting of five values for crack spacings varying from
infinite to 1/3 Inch, was compared with anotV^r set, differ
ent eltier in tile spacing:, a, or In the depth, h, of the
Impervious layer, Table 2 shows the t-values v^lch resulted
from this analysis, Hy observing the t^values of 9,1 and
1,78 (line 1, colimm 1 and 4 of Table 3) it can be seen that
the variation due to differences in h was not large enough
to cauae significant t-values« The same holds true for
-37«
TabXe :^©aBured Ho»l»t*nc® Vftluoa for Different Craek
Widthsf Tile Line Spaolngi^ and Depths of Im*
pervious Layer
1 S 3 4
«-lrf as3h a=e48 as34
h 2c Hfl- t R t H t R
33,75 Inf 95,9 36,6 38,3 34.9
1/2 48,1 49,8 53,0 59.0
3/a 50.6 3.59 51,6 38,3 53.5 44.4 60.9
53,0 54.1 56.0 63.3
1/8 59,9 59,1 61,3 68.7
1 ta2,l tat3,95 ta3,13 t=-i.7a
33,0 Inf 36,3 36,a 37,8 39.3
1/2 49,5 50.1 51.4 57.9
3/8 51,1 9,75 53,0 13,3 53.0 6.36 60.3
1/4 53,5 54,5 56.0 63.9
1/8 58,8 59,6 60.7 66.9
2 taS,94 t=.7,05 t«3.83 t=1.06
ilTo Inf 96.7 37,4 2S,3 53,6
1/2 50.3 51,6 52.3 53,0
3/8 52,3 6,30 55,0 4,36 54,4 26,3 60,1
1/4 56,0 56,0 56,3 63,0
1/3 60,3 60,6 61,3 67,0
3 t^7,15 t:=5,70 t^4.;:>3 t»7,5a
39.0 inf 38,1 83,5 39,5 34,9
1/2 53,3 53,3 &3#8 61,0
3/a 54,3 4,13 55,0 10,1 56,0 15,0 63,3
1/4 56,9 53»0 53,8 66.0
1/3 61,8 63,8 64,9 70,1
4 ta8,56 t«ll,8 ta8,56
35,5 inf 33,1 33,0 39,0
1/3 59,9 60,5 67,1
3/8 61.4 13,0 63,5 16,95 69,5
1/4 65,4 66,3 74,0
1/8 70.4 71,4 77,4
a resistance in ohms
3o^ crack width in inches
ft » line spacing in inches
h a depth of Impervious layer In inches
«rhen the t-value at the b% level for 4 degrees of
freedom is smaller tluui the null»hypothesIs cannot
be rejected.
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linm 2, ooluon 4* It oould^ thorofore^ b« aaaumed that tha
dlffez*«noa batween raalstanea values waa due to aampling
•ariatlon rather than to dlfferont treatments# For this
reason the values for h » 53*0 and for h « 31*0 were not
used for further analysis. Prom ^'able 3j with the t-values
listed between ooluians» It can be seen that variation due
to treatments was sufficiently large to give significant
t»values in all cases.
Table 3. Selected Reslstanoe Values To Ba Used in Further
Analyses
aalnf as2h aai48 a»24
h 2o Rtt- t R t R t H
33.75 Inf 25,.9 26<• 5 28,»3 34.>9
1/2 48,,1 49,»8 52,•0 59,»0
3/8 50,,6 3.59 51<•5 28.3 53..5 44.4 60«.9
1/4 53,.0 54,>1 56,.0 63,
X/8 58.9 59,a 61,.2 68,.7
t » 9,86 t =« 7.83 t a 44.6 t « 3.63
29.0 irX 28.1 98.5 29^5 34.9
1/2 52.3 55.2 63.8 61.0
3/8 54.3 4.31 56.0 10.1 56.0 15,0 62.3
1/4 56,9 53.0 58.8 66.0
t a 8.56 t * 11.8 t a 8.56
25.5 ixit
1/2
3/8
X/4
1/8
32.1
59.9
61.4
65.4
70.4
12,0
33.0
60.6
62.6
66.3
71.4
39.0
67.1
15.95 69.5
74,0
77.4
«See footnotej Table 3
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7b« oftlouXated values in Table 4 ware obtalnod by tub*
•tltutlng the values JTor d, h» a and In equation (15)*
It was necessary to sum between three and eight Individual
terma to calculate the summation term of equation (6) to
five significant figures* Since tables for deterralnlng the
cosh-term were available for only three places of radians#
the cosh-values for tam untabulated values were determined
by using the relation
cosh X* ^ e ^ ^
Table 4* Comparison between BSeasured and Calculated
Resistance Values
h 2c
a a inf a a Sh a ^ 43 a « 34
C u c M C M C
33,76 inf 25,9 '^5,8 36.5 37,6 33,3 30,5 34,9 44.9
i/a 48.1 46,4 49.8 49,3 53.0 51,1 59,0 65.6
3/a 50.6 50.0 51.5 50,7 53,5 53.7 60,9 68.1
53,0 53,6 54.1 54,4 56.0 57.3 63.2 71.7
1/8 58.9 58,7 59.1 60,5 63.4 68.7 77.9
39*0 Inf
X/J>.
5/8
Ms.
^•Od 0«141 1,69 13,5
33,1 37,7 ^,5 39,8 30,5 31.5 34.9 45,3
53,3 48,3 53.3 50,4 53,8 &3,1 61.0 65^3
54,3 50.9 55.0 53.0 56.0 54,6 63.3 68.3
56,9 54.5 58.0 56,6 58,8 o6,3 66.0 73,0
61.8 60.6 63.8 63,7 64,9 64.4 7PtJr -78.;
t 5,41 1,74 1,69 7.10
SS,B Inf 39,1 31,1 33,0 33,4 39,0 46,4
1/3 59,9 51,7 60.5 54,0 67,1 67,0
3/8 61,4 54,3 6^,5 56,6 69,5 69,5
1/4 65,4 57,9 66,3 57,9 74,0 73,5
1/8 70,4 64,0 71,4 66.3 77,4 79,3
t 4,68 3,45 0,677
» neasured values In olma
C a ealcula ted values In ohms
-40-
The valudB for tho natural logarithmic axpreaalona In aqua
tion (15) ware obtained by using log-tables and multiplying
the values by S«30259« It was found that the theoretical
results fitted the experimental data better by using actual
values for o, r and £ rather than spplyln^: the approxlraate
relations of o/s 16/l440« 3^1440^ and a/s » l«6/7r *
as used by Klrkham, Por the determination of the terms 3x
and however^ the difference would be nef;Xl^lble In view
of the final results*
When comparing the theoretical with the measured values#
as in Table 4» it can be seen that they check to a certain
degree* Although five groups of data do not yield t-valuea
smaller than 3*776 at the 5^ level and one pair of valuea
has a difference as high as it Is felt that these dif
ferences are due to defects In equipment and sampling varia
tion, rathar than to discrepancies in the theorotlcal values*
The lower measured valuesj especially at the spacing a a 94,
may have been resulted from lack of balancing out capacity
or inductance effects associated with the use of alternating
current* At as low a frequency as 60 cycles# these affeeta
might not be negligible.
From the values listed in Table 4 It can further be sean
that the affect of an in^ervlous layer# even when it touches
the tile lines# Is relatively small* For Inatance# a 30!^
decrease occurs for Infinite crack spacing at Infinite line
•41*
spaoing, while the decrease is less than 0 tor l/S inch
cracks.
Finally, In Figure 10, the limiting effect of the craoV
spacing is presented by the ratio of Q/Qq plotted against
crack spaclngs at different values for h and a« is the
amount of flow Into open drains and Q the flow as affected by
the crack restriction* ^ffhen presenting the data in this
manner. It becomes obvious that the error due to the dls*
crapanoy between the calculated and the sieasured values must
be a systematic one and that it becomes larger when the
volume of flow decreases* It la apparent that the lack of
balance in capacity or inductance will have a larger effect
when a becomes smaller as well as when the distance of the
impervious layer from the tile becomes smaller# Referring to
the values given in Table 4, and ob8ex*vin£ the values given
for h = inches at a = S4 inches, one sees that in this
case the sampling variation overshadows the previously men*
tioned effect. By dividing the values by this sampling
variation is reduced, so that the underlying reason for the
deviation becomes apparent* Since the slopes of the curves
for experimental and theoretical values follow the same
trend, and could be nearly identical, were It not for the
discrepancy mentioned before the theory on which the calcu*
lated values were based is considered substantiated*
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Fofntlftl distribution
Eouipgient* The equipment tor recording equipotentlal
lines eonsls ted of tiie tank assembly as preylously described
and of a recox^er device as used and descrlbad by Frevert (13)
Instead of the straight probe used by Frevert* a bent probe
was employed in order to record equipotentlal lines below
the tile models. It consisted of a copper wire protected by
Insulating paint tiirouf^hout its length with the exception of
the tip# The recorder device with the probe Is shown in
Figure 6.
The electrical equipment consisted of two variable re-
alstance boxes I and II and of an electronic voltmeter to
reeord the null points* Figure 13 shows the wiring diagrsm
for the equipment used*
Procedure* In order to determine points of a certain
potential* the resistors I snd II were set on the specific
ratio representing this potential (Table 6) and the probe was
moved either horizontally or vertically until the electronic
voltmeter indicated a point of least deflection. It was
fo\md that the electronic voltmeter had a definite advantage
over the Bouyoueds bridge* because of its greater sonsltlvity
of Indicating null points*
After plotting a ntmiber of points on the tracing board*
some defeotsin the probe were detected* Using a Bouyoucos
-44-
Pig. XI, Models Used to Simulate Tile In Electric Analogue
Fig* 12* Bouyoucos Bridge Used to Detect Leaks in ProlM
TILE MODEL
%
ELECTROLYTE
J-
COPPER
BOTTOM
PLATE
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RESISTANCE <„n f-
ELECTRONIC
VOLTMETER
•PROBE
RESISTANCE
6V
60-
llOV
I 60—
Fig. 13. Wiring Diagram for IPlotting Equlpotontlal Linos
PROBE -
ELECTROLYTE
COPPER
BOTTOM
PLATE
EARPHONES
RHEOSTAT
•VARIABLE CONDENSER
BOUYOUCOS
BRIDGE
1000 CYCLE ALTERNATOR
Pig, 14. Wiring Dlagnun for Detoatlng Leaks In Probe
Table 5, Resistance Hatios Used To Plot Equlpotontlal Lines
Kqulpotential
line
Hesistance X Bealstance II
OtSttS ohms
10 790 30
20 640 160
30 560 240
40 480 320
50 500 500
60 330 480
70 340 560
80 160 640
90 80 780
95 40 760
bridge connected with a pair of earphones« as shown in Figiare
X2$ leaks in the insulation of the probe could be deteoteda
This was done by connecting one pole oJT the bridge with the
water In the tarik and the othBr pole with the probe to b«
tested* By submerging the probe slowly and observing the
change of frequency in the earphones* the exact location of
the leaks was determined* The probe was recoated* thereforei
with Insulating paint several times until immersion in the
tank did not result in any change*
•47-.
Three different equipotential patterns were plotted}
one on a vertical plane normal to the tile ajcl8« using the
solid copper electrode; the second on a vertical plane normal
to the tile axis and passing through the midpoint of tl^ie
crack distance between two tile, using a crack width of l/s
inch; and tne third on a vertical plane tiirough the tile
axis, also using l/s Inch crack spacing*
Results> Equipotential lines, or lines of equal fay*
draullc head expressed in percent of the total head, indicate
the Eone at which a certain percentage of the liead will be
dissipated* When comparing Flgiire 17, the equipotential
pattem for a totally open drain, with Figure 18, the pattern
for the ease of a l/s inch crack, the restriction of flow
caused by the latter can be seen* Whereas, in the first case
I
50 percent of the total head will still be unused at a dls*
tance of about 13 Inches from the drain, in the second case
50 percent of the total head will be used up at a distance
of only one inch. Although this space will be somewhat
smaller for smaller crack openings and somewhat larger for
larger crack openings, it will not cFianfie appreciably* From
Figure 19 can be seen that the 60 percent equipotential
surface will form a ring of a semicircular cross section and
of about one Inch width ax*ound the tile crack. This indi
cates that tne pennseablHty of this small area will be as
important for the final amount of flow passing through the
ciraek as all the rest of the area outside the 50 percent
equipotential*
Plg* 15• Position of Recording Equipment for Plotting
Equlpotentlals Normal to Drain Axis
a
Fig. 16* Position of Recording Equipment to Plot Equi<
potentials Parallel to Drain A-xia
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Field Kscperiment
Previous experiments
Only two reports wore available on experimental drainage
aystoms involving cUschBrge n»asurement8. One woe by
Flodkviat (12) who measured the flow rates from tile aystema
on five different experimental plots over a period of several
yeara. The other was by Wlndmeler (46) who measured the flow
rates from two parallel tile lines Installed on one experi
mental field* His measurements were carried on continuously
over a period of seven months. Boti authors were mainly con
cerned with water lovel observations and observations of the
relation between climatic conditions and flow rate* Flod«
kviat's data« although valuable In other respects, gave no
indication about the varlati^ of results which could be
expected from tile lines laid iinder apparently the same eon-
ditlons. Wlndmeier« who }nea8TU*ed and recorded flow rates frcn
two parallel lines# pointed out that those lines were instal
led in field sections with rather different pex*meability«
Therefore* hla data too cannot bo compared with each othar.
Thus* no indication was available how closely discharge
quantities out of tile lines with the same treatment would
compare*
—55~
Effect of ereek Bpacin/^s on rate of flow
Inatallatlon, It was decided that tiie experimental
drainage system should be set up ao as to fulfill the fol»
loving conditions:
ft* a ponded condition should be provided;
b« the tile lines should be of similar con*
struotlon (same diameterf equal slope)
except for crack treatment]
e* water should enter all lines under the
sane hydraulic head; and
d* the soil in the experimental area should be
as \miform as possible*
The site finally chosen for the experiment is on the
Agricultural Engineering Experimental Farm about 4 miles
southwest of the Iowa State College Campus* A saucer-
shaped depressed area of 4-l/? acres> surrounded by a diver
sion dltchf was selected because it la generally flooded in
spring and after Iieavy rainfalls*
Four different treatments were selected for the eagierl®
ment; via*j crack spaclngs of 5/S lnch« l/8 inchj as close
as possible, and l/8 inch with gravel cover. Instead of l/4
inch, cracks of 3/3 Inch vero chosen as the largest spacing*
based on analytical studies» the difference in the rate of
flow was expected to be only 5 percent between l/4 inch and
l/S inch* but 9 percent between 3/3 Inch and l/s Inch treat
ments* It was felt that a crack larger than 3/8 inch could
•54»
not be uaed because piping would develop over the line* The
l/S inch spacing was used because It is often reeoiamended*
In the close cx*aok spacing the tiles were placed directly
agaijist each other. After installation It was found that
the narrow cracks averaged 1/33 inch# The gravel cover on
tliree l/3 inch tile linos was uaed as a fourth treatment
to test the hypothesis that a gravel envelope might act as
an area of large permeability around the tile and therefore
cause a larger discharge rate* llowever> this would only be
the ease when no *'ohannel flow^ occurs and no soil of high
permeability Is around the lines* At least three replicates
were necessary for subsequent statistical analysis of the
data. For this reason twelve tile lines were Installed.
Concrete tile were uaed because of their greater uni
formity and square ends. The dimensions of the 5 inch tile
were 5 Inch inside diameter and approximately 6 Inch out-
aide diaiijeter. All tile lines were Installed at a uniform
slope of 0*5 percent and drained radially into a 36 inch
diameter mnhole*
In a p<mded ecmdltlon all tile lines will be working
tinder the same hydraulic head because the sum of the drain
depth and the depth of the ponded water (d + t) will always
be constant* In a semi-ponded condition surface water would
move through soil channels to the tile linos causing larger
rates of flow from the ponded lines. In order to miniralze
•55-
thia •ffeet tor Xlnaa of the same treatment^ It was felt tbat
the depth of the out should also be as nearly equal as pos
sible* Differences In depth of cut were minimized as
follows} After the final survey^ the cuts at S5«feet Inter
vals were computed and totaled for each line* Then the tile
lines were arranged on four groups for the four treatments
uaedj In such a rrRnner that each sum of the cuts was almost
equal* Group A consisted of the tile lines 7^ 8« 1^^ group
B of the tile lines 3# 4, 11« group C of the tile lines 3^
5« 10# and group D of the tile lines 1, 6 and 9» By drawing
numbers« the following treatments were assigned to the four
groups I Group A, close spacing; group b, 3/8 Inch; group C#
l/S Inchj and group D, 1/q Inch spacing plus a frravel cover*
In this way the tlla lines were arranged as followsx
Tile line No. 1 - l/a Inch cracks plus ^travel
cover
Tile line Ko* 2 - l/3 Inch cracks plus gravel
cover
Tile line Ko* 3 - 3/6 inch cracks
Tile line lio# 4 - 3/G inch cracks
Tile line Ko* 5 - 1/3 Inch cracks
Tile line Ko. 6 - l/S Inch cracks plus gravel
cover
Tile line Ko« 7 « close cracks
Tile line No* 8 - close cracks
Tile line Ko* 9 - X/Q Inch cracks plus gravel
cover
Tile line l^io* 10 - l/S Inch cracks
Tile line No* 11 • 5/8 Inch cracks
Tile line l4o* IS -close cracks
The only variable which could not be c^trolled was the
soil permeability. Although It was first planned to Install
-56-
the eentsr manhole of tho tlXe system at the point of lowest
elevation^ It was deelded after the prellsinary soil survey
to move the center to a point 150 feet to the northeast^ be
cause tho soil at the now location had a more uniform tex*
ture. Tifi9 soil In tho oxperlmontal area consists mainly of
the Olencoe type with sono peat In the surface layer and of
the Webster type with a brownf peaty surface and a moderately
poxvneable subsoil* The location of the sampling holes and
the results of the soil stirvey are shomi In Figure
The trenches were dug and the tile laid between November
10 and November 17^ 1949« The digging was done with a Sehleldd
Bantam Treneh hoe fitted with a **filole*8 Paw**. Soli samples
were taken from the sides of the trenches at a 4-foot depth*
The sand content of tlieso samples was determined later In the
laboratory to give some indication of the variation in soil
texture. Results of this analysis are plotted In Figure 21*
Durin^f the Installation an old tile system was found to
cross the newly dug ditches at several places* It consisted
of one main of 8 Inch tile and of laterals of 5 inch
tllOf both at a depth of 5 feet* At all points where the old
tile system was crossed^ galvanised Iron sheets were In
serted between two adjacent tiles to plug the lines* The
old icaln was closed In the same laanner at two different
places In ardor to keep it fix>ni working* A wire loop was
attached to each sheet so tJiat It could bo removed in the
spring.
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Fig. 21« Sand Conten't of the Soil of E^iperlmexubal Area
at a Depth of 4 Feet
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In each line SI pleeas of tile were used. Slnoa tha
upper end of ©acb line was closed by means of a 8^0et metal
cover and the lower end was connected to a 2 inch Iron pipe#
there were 30 openings# The connection between the tile end
and the Iron pipe is shown in a diagrammatic sketch in
Plgvire S3, The lr<m pipe serves to conduct the water from
the tile line Into the manhole* Ttrenty-foot lengths of iron
pipe were used to prevent interaction of the tile llnea
near the center* It was assumed that the 2 inch diameter
pipe would be adequate to conduct the water out of the tile
lines without building up back pressure*
All tiles were laid by hand« the close spacing being
accomplished by rotating oach tile until the closest pos*
slble fit was obtained. The l/O Inch and 3/3 inch crack spae-
ings were made by Inserting a metal spacer (shown In Figure
S3) between the tile Just laid and the tile being laid* ThA
procedure of spacing the tile is shown in Figure 38*
Figures 35 through 27 show the tile in place* The average
oraok space of each line was detemlned as follows! First#
the avera^^e tile length was determined by measuring a
sample of 89 tiles# taking every third tile from three tile
lines* Fz*om the statistical analysis of these measurements
the following average tile length resulted:
length a 12*122" + 0,018'' for 95^ fiducial limits*
The length of 80 tilea set together without any craeka
SCA.l,C. C>F"
y
7S-77
(• .* '.•
S'CoMCR^XE
CohiC^eE-TE:
•'a" ll^toK P'l^s'E
Hiu3J
Plg» 22* Connection between Tile and Iron Pip®
— X, - %
Sp»ACE:R •^/s" SRA.CE.R.
Fig* 23« Spacers used for Placing TlXe
n
Amh.®, "Diaw.
"V 0.00 1 '•
r-vryj J^zzzi
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Pig* 24* Equipment Us«d To Measure Expansion of Tile
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Pig. 25. Tile in Place, Close Crack Spacing
Pig. 26, Tile in Place, 1/8 Inch Crack Spacing
.62«
%T
I
V A.
Fig, 27, Tile in Flaee, 3/8 Inch Crack Spacing
Fig, 28. Method of Placing Tlla
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between thorn is^ tl»refare« betwoen 80*93 feet and 30*69
feet* When these lengths are deducted from the measured
lengths of the tlXe lines, the average crack space can tbsn
be detemlned within the fiducial limits of the tile lengths*
The resulting variation in crack width was ^1/64 inch* The
average crack widths ^^Iven In Vable 6 show that, with the
exception of one line, all lines have crack widths larger
than the theoretical value. This difference in width night
Table 6* Average Crack Opening in Tile Lines
Measured length
of tile line
Sum of cracks Indiv, crack Average
crack
Theo
retical
max* mln* max* mln* crack
ft* ft* £t* in* in* in*
No* 1 82*00 1.31 X.07 ia/64 10/64 11/64 a/64
3 ei*S5 0*86 0*62 a/64 6/64 7/64 a/64
5 33*50 2*61 2*37 24/64 39/64 23/64 84/64
4 85*62 a*93 2*69 S7/64 25/64 26/64 24/64
5 01*80 1*11 0*37 10/64 3/64 9/64 3/64
6 81*95 1*96 1*02 X3/64 10/64 11/64 8/64
7 81*00 0*51 0*07 3/64 1/64 2/64
8 61.01 0*32 0*08 3/64 1/64 2/64
9 1*53 1*29 14/64 13/64 11/64 8/64
10 81*80 1*U 0*87 10/64 8/64 9/64 a/64
IX 85*20 2*5X 2,27 84/64 33/64 28/64 24/64
13 61*00 0*31 0*07 5/64 1/64 2/64
•64*
htvft beoR oauaed by the manner in which the apaoing was dona*
Since the average crack spacing is known for each line« how*
evert thia effect can be taken into consideration*
Another factor which might affect the else of the cracks
is the expansion of concrete tile due to wetting* Miller and
Snyder (30) reported experiments indicating that the expan-
si^ ol' concrete tile due to wetting averaged 0*006 Inch per
foot of length* They came to the conclusion that the e^an*
sion of clay tile was negligible under all conditions but
that certain precautions should be taken when very dry con*
erete tile are installed* Under ordinary conditionsj they
statedj concrete drain tile which have lain on the ground for
a few days before Installation will absorb enough moisture
to eliminate the possibility of undue expansion after in*
stallatlon* An experiment was set up to check this expansion
for the tile used in this study* The equipment consisted of
oast ir<m plate 1'3 inches in diameter to which was welded a
section of iron approximately 18 inches long* An Ames
deflection indicator was attached to the Ircai 14 inches
from the base plate* The tile to be tested was placed on
the base plate with the iron projecting through the
center of the tile* ITien the Asies Indicator was brought Into
contact with a metal bar placed on top of the tile and was
zeroed In thia position* The whole device was then placed
into a water tank and the degree of expansion observed* It
•65<-
vaa round that a maximum expansion of *002 Inch per foot
ooourrad at the and of the seoond day of aoaklng* The tiXa
did not expand more^ even after being 23 days in water. The
moisture content of two samplas was determined before wetting
and in both oases found to be 3»96 percent of the oven-dx»y
weight# From the results of the experiment It can be assumed
that the expansion due to wettln^^ at an Initial moisture
content of* or hlj^har than* 4 percent need not be taken Into
consideration for the purposes of this study*
Equipment> The equipment used to measure the rate of
flow ccmslsted of a 1000 cc graduate cylinder» a <»ie«galX<m
measuring can and a stop «^toh» Two gasoline engine driven
pumps coupled with 2 inch auction hose ware used to lower
the water table In the manhole# The pumps and the quart can
are shown In Figure 21, The arrangement of the Iron pipes
in the manhole Is shown in Plf^ure 32, When no surface water
was present, five lengths of fire hose were coupled to tlie
discharge of each pump to direct the water Into the diver
sion ditch*
Experimental procedure. Of the many possible means of
measuring flow ratesj the method of measuring either the
volume collected per unit of time or of determining the time
required to fill a container of known volume seemed to be
best suited. It was assumed that the rate of flow would not
change appreciably during the time Interval nece8saz*y to
complete a set of readings*
-66»
As a result or prellmlnairy measurements takan in fall
1949, some Information was obtained about the flow rates to
be encountered. These first measurements were made with a
1000 cc graduate cylinder which was held under each pipe for
a period of ten seconds# the volume being determined in cubic
centimeters. Since it was felt that this time interval was
too short and that objectionable errors could occur at the
larger flow rates. It was decided to use a larger measuring
device. Thus in all subsequent runs a gallon can was used
and the time required to fill It determined with a stop watch*
For each tile line two readings were inade» one liaaiedlately
following the other. Therefore, for one set of data, 94
individual readings were taken.
The exact volume of the measuring can was determined in
the following manner. First the specific gravity of the
water used was determined by weighing five samples of 1000
cc each. The average specific gravity of the water was found
to be 0*994. The gallon can was then filled with water and
weighed* the exaot tare weight having first been observed.
Prcm tare and gross weights the volume could be determined.
The results of twelve measurenents treated statistically
yielded the following volume within the 95 percent fiducial
limits:
1.050 gal. < v 4 1.059 gal.
Tiis mean of 1.0^45 gal. was used to adjust the measured
values.
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Th« first step of the oxperlfflentAl procedure waa to put
the pumpa Into operation and to lower the water level In the
manhole below the dlacharg© plpoa* "This took varylnj"^ lengths
of time. In the ponded condition on '^ay 10# 1950, shown in
Plg;iire 39^ it was InipoEaible to handle the Incoming water
with the two pumps available. In a aeml^ponded condition It
took SO to 45 minutes of operation to lower the water table
in the manhole so that readings eould be taken* When the
puBQ>s had operated for a longer period, generally after two
or three hours # one pisnp was sufflolent to dispose of all
Incomln;^ water*
Imtaediately after the plpea flowed freely, the first set
of readings was started# The rrjeasurlnp; container was filled
from each tile line and the time required determined with a
atop wi|toh» New sets of readings were taken every half
hour* Some difficulty was encountered In connection with
the Ignition system of the pUB^ motors and during the lnter->
•ft! required to correct the situation# the water level x^se
in the manhole* Some time was required to bring It down to
the previous level*
On May 10, 1950, a perneablllty deteirninatlon using the
method proposed by Luthin and Kirkham (^B) was made at the
site of the experiment in order to determine the difference
between the perraeability of the undistur^d soil and the
backfllX material* Due to lack of time only one set of
-60«
ri:> ^9« Equipnont Usod To J/.casure .iatca of ;'1oy/
30# .'nnhble Opoi-ation ot
•-69*"
Pig. 51. Tile System In Pall 1949 during Con8tin*5tion
Pig, 32. Tile System in Spring 1950 While Ponded
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detemlnationa oould b« carried out» Th© location la shown
by the oroaa In Pigura 30« T^ie permeability data Xlfttod In
Table 7 ahow the rattier large varlatlonfl of permeability
i^lch will be encountered even on a amall area* At a dlatanoa
of alx feet from the tile line the permeability waa nrueh.
lower than^at near tlrie lino* In the location and in th#
depth range tested# the peiweability increased with depth#
For further comparlsont the permoablllty data which were
calculated in units of Inchae/hour are also listed In unlta
of feet/day#
Table 7« Field Permeabilitiea Determined by
Pieaoaeter Method^
Distance from
tile line
Penneabllity for various depths
1 foot 2 feet 5 feet
££• in/hr ft/day In/hr ft/day In/hr ft/day
0 3.03 6.16 9.G1 19. •3'? 14.61 29.92
2 9,05 4.10 3.19 16.58 10.95 21,90
8 1.3S 2.56 19.96 59.92 18.32 57.64
5 l.OI a.os mmmm ^ mmtm mmmmm
6 0.866 1.733 0,814^ 0.4SS*» 5.95 11*90
»The n^aaureinenta were made at the upper end of tile
line 6j at the location ahown In Plgisre 33*
««Value determined only from the obaervatlon of one
time interval*
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When the larger rates of flow on May 11 and on May 13
were observed It beoame doubtful whether the S Inch pipe
used In connection with the tllQ lines would discharge the
water without building up baek-preasure# Flates of flow of
water through ^ inch Iron pipes calculated with Kutter's
and Mannlng*s formula were relatively low. Therefore, a
teat was raade In tlie laboratory to determine the maximum dis-*
charge from iron tubing of the kind used* Por this purpose
the inlet end of a 6 foot section of pipe was placed in a
basin from ehich water could be discharged with adjustable
flow rates* The flow of water into this basin was now
regulated so that the water level remained constant with ths
top of the pipe* Measurements of the rate of flow were atada
for this case and a mean dischargee of 14,8 gal. per minute
observed. Since 5 Inoli tile were used in the fields it was
felt that a 1 inch bead on t'le iron pipe would not cause
any appreciable back-pressure in the tile line. Measure
ments with 1 inch head on the test pipe yielded a rate of
discharge of 21*5 gal. per ninute« A coeiparlaon with the
field test data showed that all measured values were below
this rate, with exception of the discharge quantities from
tile line No. 11 at May 11> 1950. Since at that time a
failure of the line occurred and since the flow rates of the
same line were much lower after the failure had been stopped^
the 2 inch pipe was found to be sufficiently large of
-79«
di«m«t«r to avoid building up appreelable back-pressure In
the tile line*.
ReaultSg The data taken In the manner as deaorlbed
\mder "Kxperlmontal procedure" were converted fi*om seconds
per gallon to gellons per second* After the adjustment for
the true volume of the measuring container was r;mde, they
were converted to units of cubic feet per day per unit length
of tile.
The carlglnal data were used to determine the sa^^llng
error* A null hypothesis was set up between the two seta
of readings taken* It showed that only run 1 of Siay 6$ 1950^
and run 1 of" May 11« 1950^ had t-values larger than S*301#
the value for 11 degrees of freedom at the 5,^ level* Thla
Indicated that It required a certain amount of skill to take
the readings so that the san^llng error could be kept within
allowable limits* For further analysis the niean of each
set of readings was used*
The raaults listed In Tables 8 through 10 Indicate that
the variation of the rates of flow were Independent of the
treatment used* The only general trend ifrilch oould be ob
served was that the rate of flow decreased with tlme*^ On
lit a failure occurred in line 11, having 3/8 Inch crack
ttA statistical analysis of the differences between the
average rates of close spacing and l/8 Inch spacing, close
spacing and l/S Inch spacing with gravel, 1/8 Inch spacing and
l/S Inch spacing with gravel, and l/o inch spacing and 3/Q
Inch spacing, yielded no significant t*valuea at the 5^4 level*
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spacing* At run 3 tha dlachargo plp« of lina 11 atarted to
carry muddy siarfac® water. On Inspactlon It waa found that
at a point wtiere t(T® old tile ays torn crossed the line a hole
began to form and that surface water was running directly
Into the place of failure. After the surface water was
dammed off« the hole was filled up with soil and the soil
taznped In place* After the failure had been stopped^ the
rate of flow from tile line 11 gradually deoraased* In
Plgtire 35 the rates of flow nwafiured on May 11 and May 13
are plotted against time. From this ^raph it becomes appaz**
ent that the variation In flow frosn lines with the same
treatment was larger than the variation between treatirents*
Fi^ona Figure 34# mhlch shows the average rates of flow for the
four treatments^ It can be seen that the ratio between treat
ments did not reaialn constant* On May 12 the values for the
3/8 inch treatments decreased and the values for the close
treatments Increased*
Since all factors with the exception of crack spacing
and soil permeability were kept equal in this experiment^
it was assumed that the inocnisistencles in the rates of flow
were due to the lack of xinlformlty in soil permeability*
Table 11 was prepared from calculations based on tnis assuioi)*
tl(»i* Formula {3) on page 92 was used* This expression is
valid for the case of an impervious layer at large depth and
of finite line spacing* Values for d, r$ a and wera
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Tftblo U* Field Parmeabllltles Calculated frcMn Tllo Outflow^
Tile
line
Treat
ment
Porraoabllity In cu« ft./day
no* 5-5<
Run 1
-50
Run 4
5-11-50
Run 1
5-19-50
Hiin 1 Run 4
X 1/80 —— 9.10 3.75 6.99 5.90
2 1/8 3.34 6.38 6.81 6.00
3 3/8 6.7B 5,ax 4.7X 4.06 3.31
4 3/8 5.75 5.33 8.39 4.09 3.09
& 1/8 e.5o 7,80 6.94 5.44 4.51
6 i/aa 5.37 5.73 4.49 3.58 3.35
7 ol. 5.70 6.88 5.89 4.90 4.93
8 ol. 9.30 10.09 9.75 9.19 6.67
9 1/80 e.es 9.90 8.94 4.19 9.88
10 i/a 7.24 8.40 7.37 2.93 9.03
11 S/8 10.03 3.54 8.34 3.61 3.07
13 el. 9.77 9.94 9.06 6.17 4.33
Avera^e values*
3/a 7.13 6.56 6.09 3.39 3.16
1/80 7,35 8.01 7.16 4.90 4.14
1/8 7.87 8.19 7.06 5.08 4.13
cl. 8.45 8.74 8.93 6.73 5.11
^Values for the parnieabilitlAs have been calculated
on the assut^tlon that all other factors are controlled uad
that the permeability is the <»ily variable*
«"0O»
inaertftd into this formula and the values for the p«rmoa-
blllty faotcr ]K calculated from th© obsorved rate of flow.
The values of d wore based on observations of the water level
in the manhole before puisq?ln.r; operations were started. It
was assumed tl-mt the draw-down of the water table occurring
during the time of the first run would be negligible. The
restrictive effect of the cracks was assuraed to be constant
and was determined from the regression eqxiati<m for 5 inch
tile given in Table !• The values for the crack openings
8c used in this equation were taken as listed in Table 6«
The effect of the gravel cover was disregarded in the cal
culations* The results* given in Table 11, show that the
permeability determined firom the above procedure varied only
within smaller limits* This was expected because the values
determined for Cie tile lines are average values over a
length of 80 feet. A consistent decrease of permeability
with time was observed. This substantiated former observa
tions that silting decreased the permeability of soil around
the tile lines and n»y have been the reason why the gravel
cover did not act as expected. However, the limited ob
servations frade are not sufficient to draw final ooncluslcms
as to why the gravel cover did not effect a highar rate of
flow.
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Effect of crack gpaclriK on soil transportatIon
Egulpment and procediur>« Quart glass jars were ijsed to
take a angles of effluent from the individual tile lines.
Sarr^lea were taken by filling theae jara during runs 1$ 4
and 8 on May 11, 1950J therefore, three samples were ob-
tainedf one at the beginning# one la the middle* and one at
the end of the day's pumping operation. A.fter the soil in
the sais$>le had settled# the excess water was siphoned* The
remainder of tlie sample was then flushed into evaporating
djshes and the water evaporated at 110* C. Ta& amount of
aolX present in each sample was determined by weight,
Resulta. An analysis of the data la given in Table 12*
The amount of soil carried out of the tile lines Is given
in unita of grams per quart. These values were compared with
the rate of flow at the time the samples were taken* He-
greeslon lines showing the quantity of soil discharged aa
compared to the rate of flow are shown in Figure 35, The
determination of these lines was based upon the assumption
of a linear relationship between the rate of flow and the
quantity of soil transported. A statistical analysis of the
data yielded a aignlflcant correlation factor of » 0.034
only in the case of the 3/d inch crack openinga. For the
other treatments# the correlation factors were r » 0.058 for
1/3 inch cracks with gravel cover# r « 0.494 for l/s inch
cracks# and 0.504 for close cracks. Since the r-value at
•8^-
Tablo 1^. Quantity of Soil Discharged from Tile Lines
May 11, 1950
Vile
line
Treat-*
ment
Rim 1 Kun 4 Run 6
no«
Soil Q Soil Q Soil
1 1/80 45.3 0.1533 92.4 0.2551 13.6 0.0972
9 1/Q 31.5 0.4500 19.1 0.1531 12.5 0.0795
3 3/3 31.8 0.0357 17.3 0.0160 1«.6 0.0543
4 3/8 56.4 0.4854 24.3 0.1071 19.3 0.0436
5 1/8 33.9 0.3305 21.5 0.0732 15.3 0.0472
6 1/80 3^?,2 0.1155 13.4 0.0165 10.6 0.0441
7 cl. 20,5 0.0656 15.8 0.0197 14.0 0.0275
e cl. 33,9 0.0436 39.3 0.0391 38.7 0.0317
9 1/80 49,7 0.0155 30.8 0.0'532 31.1 0.0200
10 1/8 36*0 0.1474 33.6 0.0345 32.1 0.0406
11 3/8 56.3 1.0478 53.3 4.3700«» 54.4 0.3803
IS ol. 31.6 0.0521 17.3 0.0080 13.4 0.0114
- ou» rt» per day per ft.
Soil • grms* per qt«
iH^Plping developed over tile line
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O 3/8''CRACK SPACING
A f/8" CRACK SPAONG PLUS GRAVEL
• 1/8" CRACK SPACING
CLOSE CRACK SPACING
r=-O.I96l58 +0.0150197 X
V=-0.013636-I-0,006507 X 1/8"
•
fa0779(3 -1-0.0001707
+ 0.012201 + a000645ex
15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60
RATE OF FLOW IN CU.FT/DAY/FT
Fig» 35» Effect of Rate of Flow on Amou'i:t of Soil Dlacf^fged
from Til© Lines
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the 5^ IttTflX of algnifloanco for 7 degrees of freedcai It
0«C6€» the values for the three treatments nentloned last
are not significant* In spite of this fact* regression lines
were calculated for all treatments, Althouf;h no further
statistical analysis could be applied to them^ they Indicate
tha influenca oraek spacing has on the amount of soil dis«
chargad. For 3/3 Inch spacing the quantity of soil carried
in the discharge water increases with an increase in the rate
of flow* In the case of the 1/8 inch treatment with gravel
cover^ higher rates of flow apparently cause no appreciable
increase in soil transportation* The amount of soil carried
in the water was the sraallest for close crack spacing, as
expected* In order to f^et statistically significant results
a larger nusnber of aan^les# at least 34 for each line# should
ba taken*
-35-
DI3CUS3I0K
The laboi^fttory equipment used In this study to test the
effect of restriction caused by water flowing Into oraek open«
Ings between tile Instead of flowing Into totally open drains
performed well for larp:e line spaclngs and sufficiently large
distances of the tile from the Impervious layer. With de*
creasing, depth of the impervious layer and decreasing line
spacing# the differences between the experimental and the
ttieoretical values Increased* This deviation resulted prob
ably from lack of balancing out capacity effects which might
not be negligible at 60 oyeles. Variations In water teflq;>era«
ture and leaks In the instUatlon of ths eleetrlc equipment
will cause appreciable deviations from the true values* In
event of further Investigations a probe with a permanent
Insulating coating should be used# as insulating paint might
permit leaks on the surface of the probe#
In the field experiment# installed to observe the effect
of crack spacing on the rate of flow under actual conditions^
all factors oould be kept under control with the exception
of soil permeability^ Soil pez^eablllty# espeolally In small
areas# will generally vary to a larger degree than the amount
of difference which was to be tested} theoretically# 9 per
cent between 3/8 inch and 1/8 Inch cracks* When cos^ared
*36*
with flow into a totally opan drain* howevdr# these restrict*
tlons oause a reduction of flow between 45 and 56 percent*
Under unponded conditions tmly the first run of each could be
compared with the theoretical values because in all subsequent
readings the exact locations of the water table were not
known. The measured rate of flow was used to calculate the
average soil permeability of each tile lino rather than to
asatirae an average soil pfirmeability and to calculate the rate
of flow from it. Observations made suggested that the perme*
ability will decrease until the loose soil In the drain ditch
has settled. The drainage system can be used for pertnea*
billty obserwations when a number of piesometer pipes are
Installed and when It is possible to check the water table*
during punning operations. In this case all measured values
can be used for permeability detez*mlnatlons, Fiurther ob
servations should be made on the effect of the gravel cover
used for the tile lines, A sufficiently large number of
pemeablllty determinations shoixld be n*de» preferably near
the tile lines, iVhen the change in permeability Is determined
by a larger number of observations# it might be possible to
use the theory tested to predict the order of magnitude of
flow to be expected frwn ponded water of known depth over
the tile lines.
The variations encountered in the amount of aoll carried
out of the tile lines indicate that statistically »ignlficant
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values of thie correlation factor r can only be obtained by
taking u larger number of uanplea. Only then it will be
possible to determine whether the decrease in crack openings
from 1/4 inch to 1/3^ inch has a Bignlficant effect on de-
ereasing the amount ot soil transported*
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This study compared the effect of crack openings of
different else on the rate of flow from tile lines discharge
ing water from a ponded condition# It Included a comparison
of values determined by an electrical analogue with results
obtained from calculations as given by Klrkhsua (33)« Values
wore obtained for different simulated spaein;;:s of tile lines
and for varying depths of an Impervious la^er near tha
drain. The data obtained checked within the required sta
tistical limits for large deptlis of the impervious layer and
large line spacings. At other depths and spaclngs the dif
ferences between experimental and theoretical values» due to
limitations in the equipment^ became as large as 22 percent*
In carrying out further the laboratory part of this
study a three-dimensional electrical analogue was used to
trace oquipotential pattexns* The results obtained indioatad
that the area in which 50 percent of the total head will ba
used up is as close as one Inch to the tile for the restric
tion caused by a l/s inch crack* In the case of a totally
open drain the 50 percent equlpotential area would be 1^
Inches distant from the drain tube.
To check these findings in the fields an experimental
drainage system was installed o^msistlng of twalva SO-foot
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tile Xln«s dlsolmrglng into a manhole of 36 Inehas diamoter*
Pour different treatments# vlz*» 3/8 inch# X/3 Inoh^ oloae
•paolng and l/8 inch spacing with a gravel cover were uaed*
These treatments wore used in three replications* All fao*
tors with the exception of soil permeability were controlled*
Headings were taken from a seml^ponded condltl(^« Rates of
flow obtained. Indicated that t-e restriction caused by water
flowing through a crack between tiles rather than Into open
drains is overshadowed by variations In soil peraeabllltys
The backfill soil stay have retained Its clod nature* Soil
without organic matter and hence no structure may correspond
more to theory* The tile tranch might act as an open ditch
immediately after eonatxniotlon« causing a deviation from the
theoretical concepts* The theoretical expression for the
crack spacing# aa tested In the laboratory# was then used to
calculate average perrriaablllty values for each tile line*
The values obtained Indicated the range within which ths
permeability would vary* There was a general decrease in
permeability during the first year after construction; for
the 5/8 inch treatment It was as large as 67 percent of the
original permeability* However# this decrease might not
happen in the case of clay soils as Flodqulst {12, p*
pointed out* Flere the tight soil around the tile mlf^ht
develop cracks when dried out. Also worm and root holes
will cause channel flow directly into the tile openings*
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This la the rftason why aoma authors atata that tha flow froa
tlla llnaa will inoraaaa with tima* The racommendation to
leava wider openings between the tiles In clay soil la baaed
on observations of higher flow rates from lines with larger
crack opening* This can bo expected in the case of clay
soils because here the restrlctln;::: effect of the crack would
show up»
Saraples of the water discharged froa the tile lines
were taken to determine the araount of soil carried through
the oraeka* Analyais of the values obtained #ileh wez*e not
atatlstloally significant dua to tha amall number of samples
takan« indicated that there Is little difference in the
quantity of soil carried through l/s inch and l/39 Inch crack
openings# The i^avel cover over throe tile lines with 1/b
inch craek openings seemed to be effective to prevent an
increase of transported soil at higher rates of flow (gravel
la often used for this puiT)oso), A 3/8 inch crack opening
cannot bo reccnraaended for the type of soil in tha exparl*
mental araa> beeauaa failure oocut*red ovar oie line with 3/a
inch oraok spaelng*
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CONCLUdlONS
X
!• Thdoratloal values tested with an eleotrloal analogue
•how that the flow raatrlctlon cauaed by a 3/8 Inch crack
will be 49 percent, by a 1/4 Inch crack 51 percant, and by
a l/S inch crack 56 percent of the flow wUlch could be ex
pected from a totally open drain when draining water from
a ponded condition through a aoil of uniform permeability#
2, Equlpotential patterns indicate tliat the rate of
flow will be governed by the permeability of the soil near
the tile craok. For a l/8 inch crack space 50 pereant of
the total head will be dissipated within one Inch of the
crack opening* For a totally open drain this area will be
19 inches distant from the drain tube. Therefore, changes
of permeability near the til© crack will have a large
effect on the rate of flow into the tile lines*
3« A tendency of the soil permeability to decrease
after the installation of the drains was observed*
4* Large cracks^ although not necessarily causing
larger rates of tXom$ increase the danger of failures*
5# Gravel covers around the 1/8 inch treatments did
not result in the first year test in bringing about higl»r
rates of flow* Therefore the soil next the tile lines must
be of high permeability*
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6» A eonpArison of the rates of fXov from tile lines
with different tx^atmentsj which yielded no •tatlstloally
algnlfleant reaultaj Indicated that the aoll permeabllltlea
in the experimental area were so high as to prevent the flow
restriction from showing up# It cim also be ejcpected that
durliig tlae first year of constrxictlon the flow into the tile
lines will not be in accordance with the t;ieoretical pattern,
but will ratber act like flow Into an open ditch*
?• Soil sasqiles taken from the tile lines showed In
the ease of 5/8 Inch spacing a significant oorrelatlcm be
tween rats of flow and amount of soil transpcrtsd* Due to
an inaufflcient number of samples, correlations for ths
other treatments were Insi^'nifleant*
S« Close cracks pfsmltted tie least soil to be carried
In the drain water. The l/Q inch treatment with the gravel
cover proved to be more effective in toepln^; aoll out than
the 1/8 inch treatment without gravel*
9« A spacing as large as, co* larger than, 3/8 Inch
cannot be used for the type of soil In i^leh the sxperlinent
was Installed, as piping wotild result*
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